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Chapter I.
General Statement cf the Pretlen
.

IChapter 1.
General Statement of the Problem.
The cry of the day is "Conservation". " rhen applied in
its simplest, whtnhis also its most inclusive meaning , this
term covers a multitude of applications. It may be inter-
preted as outlining a course of individual conduct; or ae
directing an institutional policy; or as protecting resour-
ces, national and international . Prom different points of
view it may mean either "preservation" , "cultivation"
,
"©ojj*
centration" , or "federation". It is with reference to the
present religious outlook that we wish to make use of the
tern ^s an introduction to our discussion.
Not long since a very striking cartoon apx-tared on the
pages of one of our religious weeklies. It represented a
band of ecclesiastics clinging tenaciously to opposide sidejs
and corners of a large square of pure white cloth, upon
which was emblazoned the Christian symbol - the cross. The
animation depicted by the scene was meant evidently to ind
cate a fierce struggle for the possession of the garment.
Various important religious beliefs were represented by

clothing the actors witii the peculiar ecclesiastical para-
phernalia of some particular sect. Underneath all was the
suggestive caption, "They parted His garments among them,
casting lots".
The suggestion of the artist is not entirely unfaithful
to fact. From the very point at which the Christian idea
frrst became a tributary to the great stream of InstltUtlo
al religious life, circumstances of one kind and another
have conspired to distribute the separate particles of the
great inflow throughout the whole body of the general cur-
rent.
Viewed from another standpoint we may say that the
growth of the Christian church, as an institution, has beer.;,
tree—like in its branching tendecy. Crowded conditions,
the attractions of a freer air, of more sunlight, or of
greater possibilities of fruitage have caused so many
divisions and sub-divisions of the main trunk, that the co.nj-
dition of to-day closely approximates that of a twig-like
instability bending and groaning beneath the weight of the
harvest
.
Laying aside the figures we may interpret these com-

parisons with reference to their present meaning, Friefly
stated this is as follows. The tree represents the fruit
bearing tendency of the Christian life; the stream is that
of human ideal6, purified by the inflow ci the Christian
conception; ana the contention of the ecclesiastics of the
artist's fancy, portrays, one of the greatest weeknes?e? of
the system by which these two ideas are given to the world,
viz: the denovdnationalized Christian church.
A little reflection will serve to place the iaofcrs
of the problem before us. Mathematically speaking, tiie past
has been taken up with a system of subtraction and division.
Our present task is one of addition and multiplication, of
addition by possible union, thereby multiplying the vital-
ity and force fulness of church as an institution. lve say,
"union" presuming this to be desirable and possible, both
of whi^h yet remain to be proven. Before taking up this
part of the discussion, however, it will be well to note
the conditions as they exist to-day in regard to denomin-
tionalism, briefly stating facts with which, nearly everyone
is more or less familiar. The Christian church is to-day
divided into several denominational branches, of greater
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or less importance, each of which is pursuing its own work
along special lines, offctimes witli Inadequate facilities
encroaching upon the Held occupied by some other division
iaving similar ideals and equail or even greater facilities
for carrying on this work. As a corollary to this fact we
also find in a number of cases that the excess of division
besides weakening trie work in some places, often absolutely
precludes advancement into fields where the work is much
needed. Then we adct to these considerations the fact that
all such compromising conditions have a tendency 10 weaken
intelligent confidence, something of the .isgnitude of the
question is manifest.
This is the problem reduced to its lowest terms. The
simplicity of its statement however, does not obviate the
complexity of its solution. Any ordinarily intelligent
reasoner can arrive at the conclusion that it would be
much bettor if this division of interests could be done
away, but, in advancing any theory by which they may bo
overcome, we are facing a more serious ratter. In reach-
ing such^end several things must be tsken into consideration
In the .first plaqg_wg jauatJbe_as f-.ured from specific cases
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that such a problem as wo nave outlined really exists.
Secondly a somewhat extensive historical survey Is in orcter
that we may be able intelligently to determine the valid-
ity of the causes which have led up to the present conditio^.
The third phase of our tasK in to examine suggested remed-
ies in the light of their theoretical value as well as to
examine the results of their practical wordings so far as
they have been tried. A fourth consideration must also be
talcen into account, viz. to determine the force of obstac-
les which may be apparent in any of these eases,
Having satisfied our minds in regard to these things
the conclusion we reach will naturally rest upon a aore rel-
iable basis. It is our purpose to Investigate tne problem
before us, following this suggestive order with more or
les? logical consistency, in the following pages.

Chapter II
,
Spacific Cases.
lustrating the Problem)

Chapter II.
Specific Cases.
[8 our problem merely theoretical or is it a concrete-
ly practical one? Are we really facing conditions of the
nature outlined in the previous chapter? The burden of
proof may be accepted with impunity. And while ire mmit
recognize the general inadequacy of conclusions reached
empirically, yet, in the present case we nmst cite indivi-
dual examples. Limited, indeed, must be the experience of
the one who cannot multiply fro n first-hand acquaintance,
examples of the conditions set forth in this chapter.
We shall confine our efforts to illustrating three
phases of t;;e problem, viz. the useless and weakening du-
plication of work, the increase in general administrative
expense, and the effect on the new converts in the foreign
mission field. we shall take these up in this order.
When we speak of useless and weakening duplication of
work the mere statement conveys but rtt.le of tne real mean-
ing. It is only when we concrete it that we begin to see
the real effect. To illustrate, tnen, in tne matter of
mere overlapping of local church work and consequent weak—
of the field, let us take a particular example which

came under the writer's observation, in a little railroad
town in Indiana, representing a population of leea than 300.
there ore four different denominational churches. All four
are Protestant and evangelical in character. The combined
salaries p- id by all four societies is about $800 and par-
sonage. The aggregate value of the four church buildings
is about #12000. Separate facilities of all kinds are main-
tained, after a fashion, and the money of the corn -unity is
used in supporting the four enterprises individually. To
be sure the support is somewhat meagre when divided among
so many but that is merely the fault of the conditions.
Four different pasters labor in the field, all but one serv-
ing from a distance and up to the last few years none of
them residing in the town. Not one of these societies has
a sufficient complement of workers or proper facilities
with which to do the work. Their pastors find hard work to
live on the divided income even when their salaries ere
augmented by the added support which comes from the ciruit
system which this condition renders necessary. They are
unable to give proper pastoral care on account of distance
from the field as well as owing to the division of interest
and effort among the various appointment- of large charges,

W^' ... 8. i
Doctrinaliy, they recite the same ereed, a*d, from a stend-
point of polity, not one in ten of the members understands
the peculiar differences in church government by which the Hi
particular church is controlled. Indeed it is doubtful if
many could state the most important lines of doctrinal de-
ferences. Division of financial WPOPt leaves each build-
ing poorly cared for, while the usmal means
of attracting
and impressing are absolutely wanting. Scoffers
note this
inconsistency. Searchers for excuses Write great
capital
out of the apparent weakness.
Now when we note that the town and community
is so
located as to nake a centralized plant for religious
pur-
poses, accessible from every part, we can see
argument in
this particular case for union of interests.
The business
interests of t e town have recognized the value
of this pri
ciple in the way of franchise, department
stores and town
government, yet these same men fail to
see the vaue of
making their religious beliefs subservient
to the pi VTlr
cinle,
The four societies have enough money
invested in the
1 separate efforts to build a handsome
churcn edifice, fur-
1 man it nicely, and pay a reasonable
sum for its cdmini-
,,i Tmt - — vi*wr>oint as to forms
of
n-
-
m—gtratiOR"; "u \>—«—U.J. „ it- . - w---

church government and the disagreement as to the amount of
water that it taken to i ake a Christian, when applied exter-
nally - externalities all - stand in the way of its reali-
zation. The cnuse of righteousness suffers while those who
should most advance it parley and compromise. Now some
objector may assert that even in such cases as this, to sav
nothing of lesser ones, competition advances the cause. But
a little reflection will show that the advancement caused
by competition is more than counteracted by the evil result-
ing from lack of means of carrying on the work, not to men-
tion the great call for additional sacrifice which it en-
tails.
This case is o ly one of many such which could be men-
tioned did space permit. Nearly everyone at all familiar
with the situation can recall many of light character. It
seems that it is in this class of church work that the great-
est evil is manifest, and it is in this class that we find
the largest proportion of our strength as representatives
of pioneering.
Larger communities and churches, however, are not at
all exempt from these distressing conditions. A case in
point is that of a city of 5000 inhabitants having within
-4te-^ifti4s- fihurp.hBR nf r1y pyotRatfir. t evangelical denomina-;

tions, of greater or Issm degree of strength, each denomina-
tion having one or more societies in the city, rmile here
the evil is not go apparent as in the case of the smaller
place, inasmuch as each church has a fairly attractive and
suitable plant for the work, yet the problem is resolved
into one merely of deg lees. Good work is being done by the
divided interests, but a vastly greater attainment would
be possible under some plan of federation. This particular'
condition also represents a larger class.
Let us add one other example to the list illustrating
this particular phase of the problem. This represents a
special condition in reference to a particular denomination,
in a wealthy farming community in the Middle west is sit .
ted a beautiful little church building owned by prosperous
society of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In the ssme
community, less than one and one half miles from this
building is another well appointed ehurch edifice owned by
an equally prosperous society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. The two buildings represent a value of at
least $10,OOC, which together with other church property
amounts to something like ^15,000 invested. The division
of interests makes it impossible to secure a regular and
competent preacher, with the result that each church has at
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best only spasmodic service. The people or each church ere
neighbors, enjoythe sane institutional life in the community
with the exception of their church life, and in this they
have the same form of government, practically, and very
little difference in the way of development of originally
identical doctrine. The problem is further complicated by
the fact that ready ssle could be found for either piece of
church property, while either is sufficiently centrally
located to prove available. Here, pgsin, we have a single
representative of a larger class, of which examples could
be multiplied if we were to keep close to Mason and Dixon's
line,
Wiat has been said in regard to the strictly lo^al
church work applies with enual force when considered in
connection with educational .institutions and such enter-
prises as hospitals, homes for the aged, etc. In the case
of the latter, particularly, is there a great text for
sermonizing upon federation of effort and energy. Every
day brings with it its own history of suffering and tragedy,
directly traceable to inadequate facilities in these two
lines. And in the case of educational institutions and
educational e fort a volume could be written on the subject
both of inadeauste facilities and insufficient help for
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worthy students. It were easy to multilpy instances of
these but the task is unnecessary as the necessity of taking
steps to overcome the attendant difficulties must appeal to
every rational an.
In all of these instances we have Just been citing the
part plsyed by the overlapping and weakening tendency of
denominational division is obvious. Let us now consider
the second phase of the problem affected by it.
Here we take up the item of general administrative ex-
pense. Though in a measure connected with the proposition
just discussed, and in a measure a corollary of it, yet we
need to have a separate discussion by reason of the it»ct
that it involves a mere complicated problem. Now everyone
is agreed that a certain amount of administrative expense
is the unavoidable contingent of the successful conduct of
such a large enterprise as that represented by our more
iniportant religious denominations . Millions in money are
handled each year, extensive correspondence is carried on,
and indeed, the very unity of the denomination within itsei
necessitates a competent, well equipped rnd sufficiently
paid board of administration. But here erises a problem,
not new to us, in the multiplication of buildings, oiiice
forces, traveling expense accounts and such like which arisje
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from tli© system. It not infrequently happens that investi-
gating committees, representing similar interests, but sent
out by different denominations, cover identically the
same field in the course of their investigation. General
Secretaries are multiplied at large salaries when a combina-
tion of interests would rake it possible for fewer higher
salaried officials, with the help of an increased of I ice
force, to do the same or even better and more thorough worKl
Or, to advance into the field of speculation, let us suppos^
a case of sending $500 in money or material to help the
cause at some lroritier post. If sent in one lump, and undei
one general supervision, one man collects it; one man sends
it; one man receives it and distributes it. Now suppose thi
same sum to be sent to the same field under five different
auspices. Five men collect it; five men send; five men
receive and distribute. According to th-r very nature of th£
case the administrative expense is increased five-fold. Is
this Christian economy? Yet it is a transaction which is
duplicated every time any special agent of any denomination
makes possible any one of the many and varied benevolent
activities of the denorninationalized Christian church.
General Superintendency so far as denominationally ex-
ercised by anv body, also leads to great waste of financial
F
'
' |h

resources when considered in the light of a federated supers-
vision. It is, perhaps, not toe much to say that the ex-
pense incurred in the general oversight of any two of the
more important of the denominations would be amply sufficie^
to direct the ecclesiastical affairs of all Christendom were
they united under such supervision. The financial economy
and the added impetus to missionary effort is plainly to
be seen. Of course much of the opposition, and, we may say
most of the weighty and authoratati ve opposition, to any
scheme of federated interests, would arise right here. Par
ties who hold good paying positions, so placed as to be of
great service to humanity, are not liable to take Kindly
to any plan which would deprive them of such positions and
such opportunities, even if they were assured that their
work could be better and more cheaply done under the new
arrangement. This would be all the more evident when some
bishop, or general administrator of eoual importance and
prestige should h<=ve to take a position in the ranks again.
And yet the effectiveness of the whole federated bedy would
profit greatly by such concentration while the individual
comnunities and administrators, so far from suffering by
the change, would find ready market for their experience
and energy in some adied field the opening of which a con-

sistent develop eat of the whole plan would make easily
possible. It i'-Jsimply a case of wise expenditure of energy
and wise occupation of the field. Just as four circuit
riders of* four different denomination?
,
covering four differ
ent communities, would profit by such concentration as woul<
assign one community to each so in administration, a like
concentration Arouid produce like beneficial results, both
to the office and the officer.
^hen we push this feature of concentration into the
field of the vast publishing interests of the various den-
ominations the advantage is even more manifest. In this
particular, well-recognized business principles are pre-
sent to guide us. Two denominations unitedly could pro-
duce any particular publication cheaper than could be done
by either separately, both by reason of lesse«e4 first cost
and on account of a wider ran^e of patronage, what is
thus true of a combination of two, would be increased in
proportion as the combination gathered force by addition
of either factor.
In all these lines, then, it becomes evident that
federation would decrease administrative expense, increase
effectiveness
,
and, at the same time work hardship to no
one. On the other hand it would prove a positive blessing
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to those to be affected by it.
From the tendency of all these previous features there
arise a third potent reason for some plan to secure greater
unity. This tendency we have referred to is that of the
effect the present condition of division and unrest has
Christian
upon those the denominationalized church desires to reach
and help. Missionaries to the foreign fields say that it
is a pratical impossibility to explain to trose with rhom
they labor the reasons for such divisions as exist among
Christians themselves. Nor i3 this all. Fven among our
own enlightened people who have been born and reared under
thfsj* denominational influence it not infrequently acta ^ a-
preventive of alliance with the visible church. To te sure
it is easily possible to exaggerate these difficulties,
and it is conceivable that they are in many cases only con-
venient excuses, but, even then, no small burden ir laid
upon any fact which acts as such a fruitful cause for excus
or doubt as this, Moreover, it. is presumably in order to
fit just such cases as there that denominational lines
have any right to exist at all. Then if they are not suit-
able to accomplish the object for which they are intended
but rather worX a positive injury to it, besides inconvenient
ping the administrations, and causing undue sacrifice and
J
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suffering by their shortcomings
,
therein, will some one
please st?te, do these denominational lines have any excuse
for being? Certainly they sre not foster :d by established
Christians for their own satisfaction alone. Christian
grace, as well as Christian fellowship, should be immeasur-
ably stron/rer than that. Christians, to be ZlhristliKe,
•re here, "not to be ministered unto, but to minis tar",
Upon its ministration o others, tnen, and not upon its
administration to itself, han { ;s the character of the Christ-
ian church. Therefore whatever best proclaims the truth of
Christ to the world is that which we ne^d to advocate to
be in greatest hrrn'.cny v;itli our ideals. II' this means union
or federation of interests, even at a measurable sacrifice
pf traditional or personal preference, common sense and
Christian obligation would forbid its neglect.
An inruiry into the historic-- 1 development which has
termining the relative and absolute values of these tradi-
tional and personal preferences mentioned. This is the
appropriate pcint in our investigation for sue]- Inquiry to
be made. Therefore the next twe chapters will deal with
this historical p:iase of the subject.
brcug 1 t the present situation will greatly help us in de-

Chapter III
.
The Failure of Spiritual Autocracy
.
( Illustrating; from historical examples, the inad-
visability of looking to any centralized spiritual head-
ship or authority as a means of solution).
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Chapter III.
The Failure of Spiritual Autocracy.
Lest it may be said by some tha ; a form of centrali-
zed religious authority is needed as a solution of the dis-
tressing problem we have just outlined we wish to produce
a few examples of the abuse of such authority as evidenced
by this history of the Roman Catholic chur h. Fe shall be
able to see from these few examples that any form of spiritf
ual autocracy is f»<j"?domed to failure.
The two propositions essential to the auestion we have
in hhrxl relate to the misuse of temporal power and the
abuse of spiritual authority. These shall, be presented
from historical examples, beginning with the time when the
church and state first began to be recognized -?s coordinate
friendly powers.
Py degrees the friendship between the church and stste
officials began to wane, until at such a distance in time
from Pepin and pope Zachary, that their allegiance was for-
gotten, pope Adrian III struck the first open blow at plac
ing the power of the church above that of the state. The
ice being once broken, it was an easy matter to continue th^
conflict. How radical the dignitaries of the church became
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especially the occupants of the papal chair, the following
quotation from prominent examples of pontifical arrogance
will show.
Pope Paschal II, in 1099 deprived Henry IV, and ex-
cited enemies to persecute him telling them that they could
not "offer a more acceptable sacrifice tc God than by impugn-
ing hira who endeavored to take the Kingdom for God's church
Pope Gregory VII, says, "for the dignity and defence of God
holy church, in the name of Almighty God, the Father, son
and Holy Ghost, I depose from imperial and royal administraj-
tion, king Henry, son of Henry, sometime emperor, who too
boldly and rashly hath laid hands on thy church, and I
absolve all Christians in the Fmpire from that oath whereby
they were wont to plight their faith unto true Kings, for
it is right that he should be deprived of dignity who doth
endeavor to diminish the dignity of the church".
Pope Boniface VIII, in 1294, has a decree extant in
the canon law running thus, "We declare, say, define, and
pronounce it to be of necessity to the salvation of every
human creature to be subject to the Roman pontiff. One
sword must be under another, and the temporal must be undeij
the spiritual power. Whence if the earthly power go astray
it must be judged by the spiritual power". Before him,
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pope Innocent III affirmed, "The pontifical authority to
exceed the temporal power as the sun does the mocn"
.
Apply-
ing to the former the words of Jeremiah, "See, I have set
thee over the nations and over the kingdom, etc. etc." Of
this power that pope made experiment by deposing the Ernpero^
Otho IV, "whom", says Nauclerus, "he did first strike witM
an anathema, as rebellious to the apostolical Bee, then,
him persevering in his obstinacy, did, in the council of
prelates held at Pome, pronounce ueposed from empire".
Pope Pius V in 1570, begins his bull against queen
Elizabeth in these words, "He that reigneth on high, to
whom is given ell power in heaven and in earth, hath com-
mitted the one holy Catholic church, out of which there is
no salvation, to one alone on eertn, namely to Peter, princjs
of the apostles, and to the Roman pontiff, successor of
Peter, to be governed with a plentitude of power. This on-^
hath he constituted prince over all kingdoms and all nation^,
that he might pluck up, dissipate, destroy, r^imate, plant,
and build", /nd in the same bull, he declares, that, "he
thereby deprives the queen of her pretended right to the
kingdom, and to all dignity, dominion, and privilege what-
soever, and absolves all the nobles, subjects, and people
of the kingdom, and whoever else iiave sworn to her, from
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their osth, end ell duty whatsoever, in regard of dominion
fidelity, and obedience.
The bull of pope Sextus v, in 1585, against Henry,
king of Navarre, and the pri; ce of conde, begins thus , "the
authority given tc St. Peter and hla successors by the im-
mense power of the Eternal King, excels- all the powers of
earthly kings and princes. It passes uncontrollable sentence
upon them all, and if it find any of them resisting God's
ordinances, it takes severe judgment of them casting them
down from their thrones, etc". He then proceeds to absolve
all of Henry's subjects from their oaths of allegiance, de-
poses the King, and forbids any obedience to him.
^e next note Urban the II. He succeeded in maintain-
ing himself against pope Clement II who was elected by the
imperial party, and also in extending the influence of the
papacy throughout the "rest. In 1089 he convened a council
at RO'ie which pronounced a ban upon the emperor, his pope,
and their ndherents . He was driven from Rome by the ernperop
and compelled tc seek refuge- with count Roger upon whom he
had conferred the districts of Apulia and Calabria. He
retaliated by renewing his ban over his enemy, and forming
an alliance with Conrarf, the emperor's son, who rebelled
and me'Ke himself king of Italy. Urban returned to Rome,

L. 9.9.
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1033, end from that time interfered mo t notably with the
affairs of the world. He excommunicated Philip of Prance,
and forbade the investiture of -i shops by the hands of the
laity of any rank whatever, also the assumption of Feudal
obligations by any clergymen to any king or other layman.
In all this however his influence was less pronounced in
affairs of doctrine than in matters of legislation.
During the pontificate of Eugenius, the Secomd cru-
sade was undertaken. It is believed that its mortifying
failure together with the troubles caused by the turbulence
of the Roman people, yet active hastened his death, Anastas
ius IV was his successor. The Roman di: ficulties continued
through his administration, without prospect of settlement.
At his death Adrian IV became pope. His reign was more
eventful. In the year 1158, he plreed under an edict of tli
city of Rone on recount of the actions of the followers of
Arnold of Brescia. The Roman thereupon expelled Arnold.
Adrian also exco municated King 7711] iam of Sicily as an
usurper of church property. By a conceited statement he
aroused the hatred of the emperor of Germany. Great dis-
sensions followed. Thus arose that spirit of bitter hos-
tility between the popes and the house of Ilohenstauffen
which lasted until the utter extinction of the latter.
-
e

In spite of these reverses Adrian did probably as much to
extend the borders and influence of the pontificate as any
other pope except Gregory VII. At his death Alexander III
became pope.
At his succession he had tc flee to ^r^nce, where at
a council held at Tours he declared all the ordinances made
by the anti pope ^acreligious , and conlemned all the Albigeji-
ses en4 heretics. In this he was opposed by Frederick Bar-
barosra, the einpercr who ejected Alexander ircm Bene. In
turn, thfi pope excommunicated the emperor, being sun crted
by a strong power In the shape of the King of Sicily. Upon
hearing of the death of of Thomas Becket, he put all England
under the ban, and instituted an investigation which term-
inated in the absolution of the Fnglish King,
The chief concern of Clement III was to organize the
third Crusade. It was through the combination of interests
in furthering the success of this enterprise, that the
aged emperor Frederick Barbarossa, made peace with Clement
However the reign of this pontiff wa^not without its troub-
les, though more favorable in result to the pope. He again
secured the city of Rome to the papacy, and over^arce the
king of Scotland in a controversy, by threatening him with
the interdict. But a change taking place in the imperial

[power owing tc the death of King William of Sicily, and
I
Frederick Barbarossa these conditions were changed ending
I
in the succession of Henry VI. The relations between the
latter and the pope were not sat isl actory , and trout) e
arose. Henry, after the death of his father was marching
on Pome when Clement dies, 1191. Then Celestine ill took
the papal throne. His reign was marked by the seal of the
Crusades, though beyond espousing the cruse of Richard I
of England, and fulminating censures against Leopold of
/us trip end the emperor, who detained Pichard prisoner, his
reign had no direct influence on affairs of state. At his
death Innocent ill succeeded to the papal chair. He was
by far the greatest pope of this name. His mind was filled
with ideas of universal supremacy for his church. Aggress-
ive in manner, firm in decision, and prudent in action,
he subordinated all personal feeling to the advancement of
the rights of the papacy. Twice he decided an imperial
election. Irregularity and venality were repres ed every-
where as soon as discovered. Tnus he excommunicated Philip
Augustus of Prance because he had repudiated his wife and
married Agnes £fcc^ite3?EF¥5^-. "Tne interdict was laid on France
the dead lay unburied, the living were deprived of the ser-
vices of religion. Against an antagonist, frmed with such
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weapons, even Fhilip Augustus ,t>raye smd powerful though he
was, was not a match". This is only an example of the me-
thods used by the pope.
Examples might he multiplied cut a sufficient number
have been cited to show the methods used by the only spirit-
ual autocrat Christianity has ever known. The abuse of
power wps terrible. It is beside the question to say that
we have cited abuses whicli en enlightened age would not
tolerate. The better way to state it would be that an
enlightened age would not permit a return to the regime
which made such abuse possible.
And besides this it Is true that in so far as the
Roman Catholic Church enjoys this dominion in the present
day, it is influst that degree that we see ignorance and
superstition fostered. Freedom from autocratic bondage is
essential to true religious development so we must look
elsewhere than to a spiritual autocracy for a solution to
our problem.
• We shall next note the influence of doctrinal develop-
ment upon the question we are investigating.

Chapter IV.
Lessons from Doctrinal Development.
(Historical tracing of the human linger in the dev-
elopment of doctrine in the early church. Recording the
evolution of creeds and the effect of grept personalities
thereon sufficiently to reveal the humnn basis of much of
our present day denominational division).
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Chapter IV.
Lessons From Doctrinal Development
,
"Parties", "heresies", "strifes", and "factions" were
errly prophesied in the Scriptures. In fact even in I cor.
1:12 Paul's words give ample evidence that divisions of the
Christian body existed of such merged proportions as to
cell forth a part of the letter to the Corinthian church.
Here tlie divisions grew up around some unique or striking
personality. Cephas, /polios, and Paul, each had their
following.
It will be seen at this point to note the fact that
the heathen philosophic, as well as the remants of Judaism
played an important part in keeping the early church ?tirre|i
up,partly by the injection of new or borrowed beliefs, and
partly by the" tag ends" of semi-savage moral codes which
fulminated heresy after heresy. This condition of things
obtained even after some of these old systems had been re-
futed beyond" question. Fisher, Meander, Cieseler, LxCiffe":
and Hatch place great emphasis upon this fact, especially
f the last mentioned, who made it the subject of his Hibbert
lectures for 1888.
The growth of Christian doctrine in these early days
r constitutes nr. interesting and fruitful field for investl-

gation. Especially is this true in connection with the
problem we are studying. No careful student can' approach
the facts which this process of doctrinal development fur-
j
nisnes without carrying away the conviction that our pre-
• sent system cf denominalization is based in large measure
upon a web of non-essentials. They had ncti-ir^ to built
upon such as we hfve. As Neander says, "Christianity »**
did not deliver a new law in a distinct set of formal pre-
cepts, nor found a new society, organized from without in
certain fixed and inevitable external forms; *** it did not
communicate a rigid system of doctrines, settled and de-
termined once for all, in certain ready made conceptions"
*
Owing to contact with Paganism" and Judaism lieretical
tendencies early developed. Again we quote Neander, "Chris
ianity was the new creation that pushed its way out of the
envelope cf Judaism. In comnon with Judaism, it possessed
the character of a revealed religion, as opposed to the
natural religion of heathenism. *** It was the dissolution
and fulfilment of Judaism*. How it was "necessary for a
right apprehending of Christianity that these relations
be rightly seized, neither Jew nor Greek saw this, but
Jews blended Christianity with Judaism, while Greeks appre-
hended Christianity simply as' r religion opposed to Judais
t-

Thus there arose two fundamental heresies, (1) the Tewish
and (2) the Grecian"
.
From this pcint on, the infant church was obliged to
meet and express its official opinion upon the following
propositions, viz.
The Canon
Doctrines concerning God
The Freedom of the Will
Divinitjr of Christ
Distinction of person in Cod
The person of Christ
The Holy Spirit
Angels and demons
The human soul
The doctrine of sin
The Atonement
Faith and Obedience
Baptism and the Lord's supper.
Hades, Judgment and ret rib utt ion
This list is appended from Harnaclc's History of
Dogmas" in order to set before us the magnitude of the tasK
which confronted the early institutional Christian body.
To us for whom these doctrines are formulated and furnished
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ready made there can be no adequate conception of the
struggle involved.
No less interesting them the foregoing is the privilege
of tracing the individual influence of the Apoetelle fathers.
In an era when there was little Christie* literature and
when that which existed had not yet the halo of time about
it, it was perfectly natural that every new epistle should
be given great weight.
The Alexandrian school represented a very strong wing
of the doctrinal writers. Especially was this true of the
catechetical division. Here we note, "In such a community
(Alexandria), as Christians multiplied the instruction of
catechumens often renuired doctrinal explanations much more
advanced than were reouisite in ordinary churches. Thus
the catechetical school developed itself into a theological
seminary, where abstruse points of divinity were handled
and young men were trained for the clerical office", such
names as Pantrenus, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen suggest
the controversial weight of this latter school. Others
of less importance were Heracles, Dionysius the Great,
Gregory Thaum^turus, Lucian and Famphilus. This school
introduced the philosophical viewpoint into the body of
Christian doctrinal development, but this positive contri

!but ion was partly offset by the tendency to allegorical
| interpretations of the scriptures which method led Crimen
especially into several absurd assertions.
In the foregoing we have sketched briefly the history
of the Apostolic fathers as recorded in Eusebius, Plummer,
Neanaer, Gieseler, and ^cyclopaedia Brittannica in order
to show thst the doctrinal development to which we have
fallen heir has been largely a human interpretation. A
candid historical survey of this period will clear our
minds of the obsession that msny of tl e doctrinal view-
points w4rii hold to-day are based upon the scriptures and
a sound philosophy. If we could forget the formulation of
creeds as now in our possession and let the whole Christ-
ian world api roach the problem with present day lacilitiea
it is safe to say that r^cny fences of denominational! sir
would be broker down. And the more we should study the
works of the individuals cited the stronger would this con
vioticn become, we have taken space for a mere reference
to the names only. Each one of these represerts a storm-
center of doctrinal controversy from which emerged Irlth
greater or less degree of claim to truth, some of the dear-
est dogmas of denominationalism.
These observations are equally pertinent throughout
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the whole of this historical discussion. we make the rel'er
ence at this point, partly because we have cited suffici-
j
ent examples to form a basis for the assertion and partly
because we wish it understood that this principle is to be
traced consistently throughout the remainder of the histo-
rical outline.
The struggle between the ideas of "Free-Fill" and
"Inherited Depravity" was Known as the Pelagian Controversy
Pelagius was the champion of the former, /ugustine of the
latter. Pelagius was imperially and ecclesiastically frown-
ed upon and thus the doctrine of Augustine, somewhat modi-
fied became the orthodox cre^d of the church.
Thus we are able to see the process of evolution by
which the church gradually assumed the right to formulate
creeds and define orthodoxy. This is really the line of
conduct followed from this time up to the Reformation era.
Obviously anything like a complete review of the Refor
mation period is out of the question here. Moreover such
an attempt would be foreign to the purpose we have in hand
viz. the historical tracing of conditions which have tend-
ed to bring about the present state of denoidnaticnalism
in the church.
However in addition to the exciting cause of the Peforr-
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otion to which we have referred previously, let us note
that this epoch followed close upon the Renaissance. It is
not beside the question to state that an intellectual re-
vival has always resulted in more or less discredit to
any system of formal ceremonialism or other externalisms.
And right here re may anticipate a later statement by say-
ing that education is one of the greatest factors to which
we may looK for a correction of our present system.
For a time the general stream of religious advance
followed the channels specified. In the meantime the
Roman church stayed the tide of internal dissension by
despotism and a counter-reformation. On the other hand the
Protestant movement tocK on more or less of a political
aspect as it sought to adapt itself to the different coun-
tries where it was welcomed, until the main divisions of
it became national in their tendencies. This latter fact
was largely the result of the Thirty Years War which afiect—
ed the religious as well as the national characters of the
people's involved. It was inevitable under such circum-
stances that succession and deposition of royal houses
should greatly affect the religious situation as one or
the other should profess allegiance to different churches,
thereby changing the state religion as these royal houses

changed. It was also inevitable that counter-movements
should be started which, in turn, would divide and sub-
divide, causing the branches of the church tree to multiply
And not only are these circumstances mentioned worthy
of note as fruitful causes of denominational divisions but
the very fact of the rise of Protestantism made possible
a greater liberalism in the matter of religious views.
Before the Protestant era it was almost imposible for a rel-
igious "heretic" to secure an audience, much lesc prestige
on account of his views. But under the new conditions all
this was changed. "Heretics" were in greater favor. Thus
arose the Anabaptists, the Anti trinitarians , and the Unita-
rians of the sge of the Reformation.
With the discovery of America and the consequent emi-
gration thither more religious freedom was made possible,
and, as a result, disaffected or conscientiously scrupulous
personalities found opportunity to exercise their gifts of
leadership in the way of gathering religious followers and
instituting new religious sects. In this line the Puritan?
were naturally the most prominent.
No doubt the tendency towards denominational division
which has marked this modern period may best be studied by
means of the results attained. This purpose will determine

the subject matter of the following chapter. At this point
suffice it to say that the divisions of the Christian
tody have multiplied beyond all natural expectation, and
that the process is still going on. The singular thing
Is that all these divisions claim a scriptural basis.
In it all however the human linger is very manifest.
It is an encourgging hope for those who are praying for
greater ecclesiastical unity that Christians in general may
come to recognize more fully the fact which we have thus
been at pains tc point cut.

Oliapter y .
7fidenlng the Chasms
.
(Furnishing a comprehensive view of the present sit-
uation which confronts Federation as a principle, con-
taining a doctrinal description or resume of the principal
Protestant denominations.
)
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Chapter V.
Widening the chasms,
Following the last suggestion of the preceding chapter
we shall now proceed to note the present status of affairs
relative to denor.inationalism. Statistics for a world-wide
investigation are not available. Noir would they serve any
other than a cumulative purpose if they ago -not at hand, we
have ^however , for cur guidance the results of the latest
U. S. census. This is generally conceded to be the most
thorough and reliable investigation of its Kind ever conduct
ed. Moreover the conditions here ere of such character as
to make our nation a splendid type of the average conditions
that exist elsewhere.
The facts furnished us by this census are astonishing.
There are 186 denominations in the U. S. sufficiently strong
and organized to be so considered. Of this number 154 ars
PBpresented by 27 denominational families, while 32 are un-
related. Since 1890 consolidations to the number of 5
have been consummated; while 12 others have disappeared.
In spite of this 48 new denominations have Been added dur-
ing that period, 11 of which were by immigration, 29 being
entirely new, and the remainder by divisions fro;r other
bodies. There has been an increase of 924 "Independent

churches in that time.
The denomination si divisions represent 164 Protestant
bodies, so it is not difficult to see which wing of the
church is the greatest sinner in this line. The "Protest-
ant idea" seem? to get into the blood and stay there. Howe rer
the
it is hardly fair to rank and file of Protestant ism to ley
tec much of this sin to their charge. Protestant or
Catholic is merely a matter of classification. If any body
secedes from the Pcmsn Catholic church it is "Protestant"
in the eyes of the parent body.
The main denominational families are subdivided in
the U. S. as follows
Adventists 7
Baptists —— 14
Dunkers 4
Evangelistic Ass'ns—-14
Lutheran 24
Mennoni te 14
Methodist 12
It will shed great light upon the problem odt church
federation if we set forth briefly the main points of doc-
trine held by these and a few other of the more important
Christian bodies. This outline of polity and policy is not

intended to be at all exhaustive, but merely as a means to
get at the essential difficulties involved in the problem
of cooperation and consolidation.
I. Adventists.
The adventists bodies were founded by ,,rm. Lliller of
Pittsfield, Mass, who was born in 1872. His study of pro-
phetic chronology led him to make much of the proximity of
the second coming of Christ. The sect he founded hap no
definitely formulated creed. The first constituents were
mainly "comeouters" from other evangelical denominations.
The pastors are itinerant evagelists. Gonnectionally they
have conferences but are in the main congregational in polity.
2. Baptists.
The Baptist church is, in general Calvanistic. It Is
congregational in polity. Each loc8l church licenses its
own minister. It It Ids to the independence of the local
church , advocates the separation of church and state, and
maintains that religious freedom is scriptural and the
inalienable right of every man. Its adherents believe in
the gospel fellowship of the regenerated. Immersion is
the baptismal form used. Infant batism is discountenanced,
The Lord*s supper is mainly held to be a fellowship sacra-
ment of an exclusive plane and is considered commemorative
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of the death and su? ferine of Christ. The officers of the
church are pastors and deacons. Connectionally these local
bodies have their assemblies and conventions but the power
exercised by the latter is but small.
3. Congregationalists.
The congregational church is antonomous in both doc-
I trine and polity. It is the modern outcome of the Putitan
settlement in America. Ordination is by council. There is
little of connectionalism.
4. Dumkere.
The Dunkers are the outcome of a pretest against the
Protestantism of German Lutheran churches. They believe
I
in 44fne forward immersion and are trinitarian in doctrine.
They have no formulated creed, claiming the scriptures as
a basis for their sect. lit. 18 furnishes the law for deal-
ing with disciplinary cases. Foot-washing (the sexes sep-
prate) is practiced, and the love feast and communion are
made much of. sometimes anointing the sick with oil is
practiced. The church is Presbyterian in polity, the local
council being the unit of government. Three degree? of
ministers are recognized, the highest of whom is called a.
Puling Elder or Pishop. The ministers are elected by ballot.
5. Evangelical Bodies.
As- th^se-sre
-Ue-tiiodiet-in-^olity and policy a brief
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notice trill suifice here. This sect represents the "Holiness"
branch of* the Method! s tic movement, being composed of those
who prefer a more rigid method of procedure along some lines
than that followed by the main body.
6. Evangelistic Associations.
These are not properly denominations at all. They con-
sist of numerous separate small bodies, hcving no formulates
creed. They are strictly evangelistic.
7. Friends or Quakers.
The quakers have no salaried ministers, Monthly, ^uatter-
ly and yearly business meetings are held. Elders and over-
seers superintend after a fashion: There are no ordinations
and the church is strictly non-liturgical. Tfomen are treat-
ed on an enuality with men. Three points of peculiar signi-
ficance are. (1) The absence of all outward ordirances . ( 2 )
The absolute reliance upon the 1 ceding of the Gpirit.(3)
Nonresistance.
8. Lutneran.
The creed of this division is known as the "Augsburg"
Confer -ion" , of which the essential are as follows: (1)
Justification by faith alone. (2) The Ford of God is the
only rule for conduct or belief. (3) The sacraments are not
merely symbols of grace but actual channels thereof. (4)

Centers in the gospel of Christ for fellen man, not in the
^sovereignty of Cod or the doctrine of the church. The
I churches ere a unit in doctrine, but independent in govern-
ment. Essentially the polity is congregational. There Is
,
a local church council, the pastor being elected by the
I
male voting members. There are conrectional conferences
and synods which bind the different local bodies closer
together. The Lutherans are liturigical and observe the
principal Christian festivals
9. Mennonite.
The Mennonites are largely antonomous in both polity
and policy, protesting against litugical, ceremonial, end
|
eeclesiaiioal control. They sometimes repudiate the civil
authority - a fact which has brought them into more or less
disrepute. Baptism is by pouring, and they observe the
Lord's Supper twice per year. They have their district
and state conferences. Three orders of ministry are reco-
gnized, viz. Bishops, pastors, and deacons. In addition
to these" teachers" are also sometimes recognized.
10. Methodists.
The peculiar doctrines of Methodism are:- The Trinity,
The Fall of Man, Freedom of the rill, Sanctification, Just-
ification by faith only, Future Punishments and Rewards,
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Sufficiency of the Scriptures for Salvation, Baptism and
the Lord's Supper, (any form of observance). In polity the
main branches ere episcopal, with more or less authority
residing in the bishop, who is an itinerant general super-
intendent, variously chosen. The system of government is
by conferences, taKing in all phases of the church body
from the local society to the representative body of the
great general unit. There are two orders of the ministry,
viz. deacons and elders. This church is deci iedly connect-
ional in its g*nius of supervision and notion.
11. Presbyterian.
The Presbyterians hold to the sovereignty of God in
the Universe, the Sovereignty of Christ in salvation, and
th<! Sovereignty of the Individual Conscience in the inter-
pretation of scriptures. All ministers are peers of each
other. The church authority is vested in representative
bodies such as the Session (local), the Presbytery, the
Synod, and the Ceneral Assembly. The membership of the
church consists of all who profess the true religion. Th»
church is essentially congregational in polity.
12. Protestant Episcopal.
This body was insolated from the Anglican connection
by th* finnrnt.ir.ttfi of Colonial growth. The Apostles
1 and th
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Nicene constitute the formulated creed. The Athanasian creed
is rejected. The 39 articles of the parent body are accept-
ed, expept the twenty-first and a modified form of the sight-
ly, thirty-fifth, and the thirty-sixth. The doctrine of
the church is largely Calvinistic. The scriptures are
recognized as the ultimate rule for conduct and belief. The
baptism of children is practiced and the communion is limit-
ed to fchose who have been confirmed.
The supervision of the church is eriscopal but with
limited authority and with restricted territory. The govern-
mental divisions sre:- The Parish, The Diocese, and the
General Convention. The officers of the parish are rector,
(or priest), wardens, and trustees. A diocese must consist
of more than six parishes, and is governed by a bishop and
a diocesan convention. The General convention consists of
two houses, the Bishops and the deputies. There are three
orders in the ministry, Bishops, priests, and deacons.
13. Unitarians.
The Unitarians have no formal creed. They believe in
one God 8nd refuse the trinitarian construction placed
thereon. In polity the church is antonomous and congrega-
tional, Local, county, state, nstionsl, and International
conventions sre held, but their connect icnal authority is
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slight.
14. Universalist
.
This churci: is congregational in government . State
and local conventions are held as in Unitaripnism and with
like authority. Ordination is by committees of fellowship
from state conventions. Baptisms are by ordained ministers
The essential point in doctrine is that of universal salva-
tion, Christ is considered the mediator or "way" between
God and man.
15. United Brethren,
This church holds the same in essential points of
doctrine as the main Methodist bodies. There is some dif-
ference in polity. Only one order of ministers is recogni-
zed. Bishops are elected for a cuadrennium and pre eligible
tc reelection. A committee of presiding elders and preach-
ers help to fix appointments by the year.
• * • * *
Prom the foregoing outline the polity and policy of
the various Protestant denominational families of import-
ance much can be learned. One is surprised at first to
note the numerous points of likeness. And when we come to
consider the fact that, side by side with the division into
denominations an evolution of doctrine^ towards similarity

has been going on, our surprise turns to encouragement. Great
minds of all the denominations are beginning to recognize
these points of similarity and to make much of them. Let
us outline a few of these cases which may rightfully be
termed either points of similarity or examples of non-esre^-
tials.
In the first place we may note that so far as essenti-
als are concerned the main Protestant families are divided
into only three distinct groups on the matter of polity.
The first of these maintain some form of the episcopate with
tenure for life or gocd behavior. The theory is monarchical
The second class is but a step removed, having a central
authority vested in a set of officers resembling the episco-
pacy but holding office for a shorter period and elected in
a more democratic way. The theory is a compromise between
the monarchy and the democracy. A third class absolve them-
selves from all absolute conrectional bonds and act as a
series of local units. Here the theory is decidedly demo-
cratic
A few examples of each class will suffice. For inst-
ance the Lutheran, The Protestant Episcopal , and the Methodist
Episcopal churches exemplithe first division. In the sec-
ond class are the Methodist Protestants, The Baptists and
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the Presbyterians. The Congregationalists
, The Unitarians,
and the Uni verbalists are examples of the third class. This
list is necessarily neither exact nor exhaustive inasmuch
as different branches of the same denomination frequently
belong in separate classes as to polity, while others are
difficult to classify.
All this difference is more a matter of judgment than
of conscience and may therefore be considered relatively
non-essential. An interesting phase of this question of
polity is presented in the fact that churches holding the
extremes of the views pointed out are seeking a compromise
either nominally or actually. For example the Methodist
Episcopal Church is becoming more democratic while the Con-
gregatior.alists are clamoring for more connectionalism: It
is safe to say therefore that the matter of polity does not
present an insuperable difficulty to a closer spirit of
unity among the denominations
^Then it comes to matters of doctrine, however the prob-
lem becomes more complicated. Here it is difficult to
assert that a certain tenet is non-essential without appea
ing dogmatic. Nevertheless we can lay down two general
principles the working of which would serve to lessen the
number of denominational divisions.

Tiie first is that several denominational families hoi
essentially the same doctrines but have split over 4*e quest
iontwhich have since been settled in some measure. These
could unite. As an example of the possible wording of this
principle we may note that organic union is not out of the
question, doctrinally speaking, for the Methodist Episcopal
"North" and flcuth, in connection with the United Brethren,
the Free Methodists the Primitive Methodists, the Methodist
Protestants, the ^esleyan Methodists, the Missionary Baptists
the Fvangelical Connections and Associations, and the Coit-
gregationalists. This alone would be a great step in advance
and it is a safe assertion that like grouping along doctrin-
al lines could be made in numerous other instances.
The second general principle $o which we referred look-
ing to unity along doctrinal lines relates to the fact that
many of the doctrinal banfts which divide Christendom have
besn injected into the body of Christian belief through
with an inheritance from Paganism. To this fact Hatch
makes reference in his Hibbert Lectures from 1886. We are
coming to look upon these ceremonies and for/ial institu-
tions more and more in the light of their positive con-
tribution to moral and spiritual efficiency. If we could
apply this principle universally we might be able to say
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] with all reverence that much useless lumber had been dis-
j
carded without any serious loss anywhere.
It is difficult to be specific here without manifest-
ing a trace of what may pass for arrogant intolerance. But
! nevertheless we shall make the attempt. To taKe up a very
prominent example therefore we may note the fact that the
form of baptism is a non-essential as proven by the results
of these forms upon practical living. The same may be said
with reference to the method of observing the communion of
the Lord's Supper, etc. Whatever nay be the outcome of
biblical interpretation along these lines, the fact remains
that life itself has proof at hand which cannot be refuted.
A little bet'er understanding of the evolution of doc-
trine such as we have suggested previously would greatly
assist at this point. We ore now ready to note the actual
bases which may be considered as legitimate in bringing s&
about the divisions we have noted. This will occupy our
attention in the succeeding chapters.

Chapter VI
Philosophy of Denominational Divisions.
( Summarizing the causes which are to be considered
legitimate in the process of d^norainationalization. )
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.
Philosophy of Denominational Divisions.
We are now prepared to summarize the various causes
which have tended to bring about the present state of denom-
jinationalization in the Christian Church. These causes are.
not many. It is possible to group the main reasons for
division under a comparatively small number cf heads. Of
course each may have subdivisions or corollaries, but our
problem is that of dealing only with the essential and rec-
ognizable reasons for the present branced-out condition.
When we thus investigate the csuses which have in the
past led to denominational divisions, and, which, at the
same time, may continue operative in the future, four and
only four, general reasons for separation seem to have
sufficient weight to require that we should take note of
them when talking of any plan of federation. Foremost among
these, so far as historical import is concerned, we immedia-
tely think of those secessions from the main body of the
Christian church which have been brought about in the
Interest s cf some reform movement. There are times when
this may become a legitimate reason for separation of rel-
igious bodies. Circumstances have existed, and might easily
exist again in which it would be positively criminal for
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one body of nen to continue in the sanctioning fellowship
of another body whose constructions, as placed upon moral
doctrines were vitally different. To every Protestant mind
it is perfectly obvious that such legitimate cause for sepa-
ration existed at the time of the Reformation. For Luther
and men of like «alib$* and character to have winked at the
conditions which existed at the time of their break with
the main body of the Catholic church would have been the
sheerest folly. Their consciences would not permit them
to countenance such practices as were being carried on at
that time and the only manly thing for them to do was to
secede.
In this connection too much emphasis cannot be placed
upon the fact that opposition to the arbitrary and stultify-
ing government of the Roman Catholic church has always
I played an important part in the process of secession for
reform. The tendency of this church to place its adherents
under temporal oppression^spiritual slavery^and intellect-
ual bondage has become so intolerable to large numbers in
the past that they have thrown off the yoke and have either
established entirely new denominations or have allied them-
selves with other already existing religious bodies.
ft 'n^+'ifvr ?V\ "A * " p^-*^+ •*» that of the reform movement _

under the Lesleys and Whitefield which resulted in giving
I Methodism to the world, we may at first be disposed to
I question the advisability of forming a new denomination as
the Wesley movement finally resulted in doing, thinking
J
that perhaps to navel remained with the mother church would
[have secured better results. The legitimacy of Methodism
[however, like that of other similar seceded bodies, has
been amply proven by her history. No one would be disposed
I to question this statement in the light of facts. It was
better for the mother church, ?s well as for certain con-
stitutionally harmonious adherents that they should remain
with her. In like manner it was imperatively necessary
that such men as the Fesleys and their followers should
secede and form another body which should be able to give
their ideals to the world. A splendid result was thus
»1 t*?ined whatever may have been the primal motive of the
separation. Of course the question arises as to the pre-
sent validity of the reason for separation, providing more
good be obtained by uniting with some other body, but more
of that later.
Since we have spoken of the Methodist branch let us
follow it a little further. Carrying out our principle of
-separation injthe interests of needed reform we are soon

reminded of the division of the Methodist Episcopal branch
into the two bodies" Known as the Methodist Episcopal and
[the Methodist Episcopal, south, while in this case it can
scarcely be said that the southern branch seceded for re—
Lform purposes as many would consider it, yet in the main,
the division was effected in the interests of reform. Of
course to the minds of both parties concerned the separation
was absolutely necessary, but, obviously, here is a case
in which it would seem apxarent that the exegencies which
caused the separation had been removed and with them it
|
would appear also that the legitimacy for the separation
had vanished in like manner, providing, always, that it
could be shown that a reunion of the two bodies would prove
desirable and beneficial. Now, if we go a step farther and
speak of the bodies which have separated from these two in
turn such as the Methodist Protestant, the Primitive
Methodist, etc. desiring to reform some phases of polity
or policy in the parent bodies, and then consider that, even
in these last named denominations
?
there are those who are
dissatisfied and desire division; something of the tendency
in the line of secession for reform begins to force itself
upon us. Add to this the fact that we have followed only
imperfectly and not at all exhaustively, the brief history

Jof divisions in only one branch of the many which exist, and!
we can begin to imagine how unnecessarily far this principle
Iwould carry its in case no effort should be made to offset
u.
Itfce tendency when the case exciting the reform ideal might
be overshadowed or removed.
Leaving this principle with this meagre fund of illus-
tration we will proceed to notice one second in historical
|
importance. This would include all divisions which have
arisen by reason of differences of mental constitution
.
At first this would appear to be inclusive of the prin-
ciple Just illustrated or, at least, a corollary of its
I application. It is however sufficiently distinct to entitle
lit to separete notice. If it is true that "not all men
think alike", it is equally true that not all men can " think
alike". This constitutional difference in men so far as
their mental makeup is concerned, of ^course, has its effect
upon their religious thinking. It may indeed sometimes
assume such proportions that it becomes practically imposs-
ible for vast bodies of men to live in harmony under one
vast system. Unlike secession in the interests of r^ form,
the situation we have just outlined might involve no ser-
ious mor8l consideration, or if it does so do, each might
faal wi ti. equal intensity the justice of his own posl tion
.

-1
such is frequently the esse in regard to wmbers cf oppos-
ing political parties. This principle as & ecu-- for divi-
icion of church life into denominations may not properly
Ibe considered as secession for reform, but is as has been
J
said a distinct reason, and if the principle first discuss-
jed constitutes a legitimate ground for separation this
J
second one is equally so. It is no just basis for censur-
jing a man if he has conscientious scruples as to the way of
administering the sacraments when such scruples are firmly
Irocted in his mental constitution as they very frequently
jiare. To be sure we must here make a proviso in the nature
lof a requirement that the person concerned has done all
[within his power to attain to an enlightened viewpoint and
is not foisting ignorance or obstinacy upon us in the name
of scrupulosity. It would be wrong to ask a man to sub-
mit to some form of church government which would prove
irksome to him. He would never be satisfied and could nevei
i
en
t
1oy tc the best advantage his possibilities for Christ-
ian service. Here however it must be borne in mind that t
the individual must endure some loss of personal freedom
in order ^-e best ^conserve the public welfare.
Men are differently constituted emotionally; they are
-ap^fliAfi t.n rftiigicu<=iy
T
bv different means: they desire

different forms of worship at times, and all these differ-
ences must be resr-cted. Nevertheless they nre not the
|eum of the factors in the case. Other things must be con-
sidered.
When carried to its inevitable outcome excessive at-
tention to peculiarities of mental constitution would lead
j to individualism and anarchy. A smci: indulgence of the
'principle is allowable, to be sure, but it must not be orer-l
worked, a tendency which it would seem that we are facing
in some cases at present. The method of applying water in
the administration of baptism, for instance, has long been
considered as sufficient cause for separate lines of Christ
ian activity. Modes of communion and, in like manner mental
attitude toward the Scriptural commandments as a whole, as
well as methods of governing the church have each contribut-
ed its share in the way of increasing the number of divi-
sions and subdivisions already existing until, in some
oases, power of locomotion has been sacrificed for ease of
emotion; and personal peculiarities have gained the ascend*
ency over the desire to advance the banner of the croes.
The time was, and is not yet wholly past, when differ-
ences of belief were considered heresy and thought to be
sufficient ground for expulsion of the person di f:erin£

from the majority, it seena lamentable that such should be
when we consider the fact that in the case of many of the
petty doctrines which separate ecclesiastical bodies, the
difference is slight, the point of contention apparently
Inon-essential
,
and the opposing opinions equally weighty
land authoritative. The case appears all the more distress-
ling when we consider how much good might be accomplished
by a federation of interests in many cases. Of course we
1 must not expect all men to think alike. That were physical-
I ly and psychologically impossible. Our contention is merely
[that the principle of constitutional mental differences has
I received two great emphasis and has led to a weakening
rather than a strengthening of Christian forces. One
great hope upon which we may rely in this extremity is the
present tendency toward greater enlightenment. Education
will remove, in fact is removing, some of these minor dif-
ferences end with the progress of light less attention is
being paid to non essentials. And the march is steadily
going on in this line. Really the outlook is hopeful and
we may expect further development to bring added light and
thus greater tendency to unity.
Leaving now the discussion of this second fruitful
nauss of separation among religious bodies we pass to the

third in logical importance. Sometimes it becomes necessary
to pursue separate lines of activity and place different
construction upon religious teaching owing to local exigen-
cies. For example China might prosper better in the direct-
ion of the Christian ideal if she had a form cf church polity
'and a formulation of church policy differing largely from
that best suiting the needs of the people of the United
States. This fact would again furnish a legitimate ground
for the separate existence of a church fitting the needs of
the peculiar peoples. And still it would seem that there
al>e races and nationalities which might come to such simi-
larity of polity and policy that they might be able to fed-
erate their interests. There is, of course less reason fop
separate denomination?! existence in this instance than may
be seen in the two previous cases, y/e merely mention it
here in order to cover the field of causes for division
which hav^ importance historically or from the standpoint
of logical legitimacy.
The fourth and last principle which we shall name as
operating in leading tc separate denominational existence
has less legitimacy than the three preceding though it has
been of somewhat exaggerated historical importance* eecess-
ifvw<i, flfn?nro
'M '"i f or primal organization-^ , for the purpose
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[of perpetuating some personal viewpoint or delusion has
[played its part in the problem ire are considering. Some-
times it has taken place at the instigation of some strong
leader, purely for his own personal aggrandizment . More
'seldom the central figure has been conscientious in his in-
auguration of the movement. But in most cases the followers
the rank and file, have been honest in their convictions.
To be sure this principle has worked in ways in which we
can scarcely say that it has in any very great degree
affected the unity of the general Christian body. Moreover,
in some cases, there is an element of truth in the peculiar
belief or dogmas that caused the separation so that at
times we cannot say that the new body is altogether per-
petuating a delusion. However, be the victim a Millerite
a Poweyite, or Christian Scientist, the departure from the
true christian ideal is so manifest that we may safely
speak of the division as a deluded separation when viewed
from the Christian standpoint.
Too mud 1 stress cannot be laid upon the part played
by mere strong personality in the matter of denominational
division. Forceful leadership has here, as always, made
possible the organization of institutional life into sep-
arate bodies.

These four principles exhaust the possible list of
jcauses to which we may lock to multiply denominations in
lithe Christian church. In seme cases we are almost inclined
[to think there is a srfe and sufficient ground for separate
existence. Arid yet when we consider the multiplicity of
divisions each trying to do the same work in the main, and
when we remember that strength lies in concentration of
jenergy, intelligent thinkers are prone tc esk if there is
not some means of obviating the difiiculties attending this
excessive branching tendency. Certainly if it can be shown
that a union of interests would eliminate some of the dis-
advantages attending the present system, rnd in addition to
this that such union would be productive of positive good,
no ere would question its wisdom. Moreover if we are to
consider that this federation is possible, to a degree, as
well as desirable, it will be a great point in its favor.
This last question is so involved with some later con-
siderations that we shall postpone its discussion till a
succeeding chapter.

Chapter Vll
.
Suggggted Remedies .
(Various suggested ways of obviating the difficulties
and distresses arising out of the denominationalization).

Chapter VII
.
Suggested Remedies.
When the foregoing facts are presented all are agreed
What something should be done. The method is the point at
llssue. It would seem that it is a case in which much
[charity and liberality are in order that our ideal may be
realized. If this means union of interests even at a raeasure-
ible sacrifice of traditional or personal preference, common
sense and Christian obligation would forbid its neglect.
The question may arise at this juncture whether or not
Ithere is any indication of desire or willingness or* the part
| of the church in general to realize the ideal thus set forth.
The facts make it possible for us to answer in the affirma-
tive. Christendom is to-day feeling the impulse of a new
spirit. The branching tendency is being frowned upon,while
in some cases positive effort is being put forth in behalf
of greater unity of church interests. As a specific inst-
ance witness the recent movement toward federation in Canada
between the Congregationalists , Methodist Protestants ^"the
United Breth»e*. Plow successful the experiment was yet re-
mains an open question but it is a step in the right direct-
ion. As another example we may note the esse of the two
main, brashes of the kethodist Episcopal church, which are

Just beginning to learn that the war is really over and that
slavery as an institution, no longer exists under the flag
lirhoee purity both are striving to preserve inviolable.
Another case in point is the wavjin which the denomina~
Itions are beginning to cooperate in the foreign fields,
notably in the Philippines, to say nothing of the practical
[denominational union as carried out in Japan. /II these
(attempts are finding their point of greatest difficulty
when it comes to formulating e common creed. And this latter
seems to be easier for the foreign fields than it is with
Jthe peoples who have traditional prejudice to overcome. These
specific esses, instances of a wider range of facts, are made
[{possible and accentuated by the greater liberality which
has begun to characterize all forms of church activity. Su-
perstition and ignorance having played ouite a conspicuous
role in religious development from the beginning, are grad-
ually giving way to a better conception of what the great
Head of the church really taught. Fith the &$ejferfC develop-
ment of this Knowledge , it is safe to say, less and less
stress will come to be laid upon incidental externalities
and greater emphasis, placed upon the means of purifying the
heart of man. In evidence of the validity of this prophecy:
w» rn?y t a fre t.hft ppii vtiown fact that greater denominational i
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strictness is observed in less enlightened communities.
Moreover, taken by epochs, we may find greatest emphasis
blaced upon these externalities concommitant with greatest
pommital to acknowledged ignorance and superstition. In
[fact to the less enlightened "denominetionalism" has often
peen a fetich by which the fire of God's wrath has been in-
voked upon the heads of all who dared oppose, while the one
so exercising trusted implicitly in the fact that he was a
member of "The church" to save him from all unrighteousness.
This cloud is at present beginning to roll away and the
dawn of a more perfect day is even now visible.
Ve now come to the hardest part of our problem. The
serious difficulty which confronts the new spirit is not
one of securing converts but that of the method by which to
bring about the desired result. Creed and dogma centuries
old, stand in the way of the easy consummation of the pur-
pose in hand. How to surmount the obstacles of creed and
organization without arousing a traditional prejudice is in
a way a well nigh hopeless task. The desirability of the
end to be attained, however, renders a form of solution im-
perative.
If we study the problem closely its appalling feature
in a measure diappear. Let us remember that our purpose

does not demand an absolutely universal federation. That is
the ideal. But the possible is far beneath the ideal. Uni-
versal federation is neither possible nor desirable. There
ere divisions in the case of which present unity were entire-
lly out of the question. For exa pie even the wildest dreams
could not hope for anything liKe present unity between the
Foman Catholic church and some forms of the Protestant com-
'munion. The former would constitute a nucleus for federa-
tion of quite a considerable number of liXe denominations.
jln the case of the lstter there are sufficient evidences of
similarity of opinion to justify the conclusion that the
I number of denominations could at least be lessened without
encountering insurmountable obstacles.
Among the methods which might be proposed the least
satisfaction is that of the election of an interdenomination-
al Board of Control. Upon this Board each denomination
should have the right of representation, not proportionate
but equal. It should be the duty of this interdenomination-
al agency to decide questions of church location and advise
cr direct with reference thereto. It would also take care
that the evils which have been specified in the previous
part of this paper as to be avoided by wise concentration of

I
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This would in a measure obviate many of the difficulties
we have tc face. Yet it would not entirely remove the dis-
agreeable festures and it certainly would occasion great
Questioning of authority as to the manner of electing this
Board as well as to the scope of its administrative authority.
We need not enter into detail here.
Another still more satisfactory manner of bringing
about the desired result would be to divide all consenting
ecclesiastical bodies into groups centering arcund some rep-
resentative denomination with which they might voluntarily
cheese to be allied. This done the next step would be to
undertaKe a plan of external federation, sufficient to ob-
viate the evils of the present situation, such as their rep-
resentatives in council might decide upon^subject tc re-
reference to the delegating body. This plan however would
be open to the objection that any external form is at best
non-representative. In fact, as one writer has remarked,
this form of unity may become the greatest Jflrc er imaginable.
The suggestion is sometimes made that a separate organ-
ization should be formed with the ideal in view of provid-
ing a church for all who desired a greater unity. This
needs little notice here as it will readily be seen that
it would simply add another to the list of denominations

besides greatly weakening the bodies from which many of the
members would be secured. It would seem that a system of
(consolidation should be possible to an extent which would
greatly assist in doing away with the distressing conditions
which exist at present. There are certain groups of church-
es which have a sufficient similarity of doctrine^ and gover-
nment to render a union of interests possible without greatly
affecting their present status.
The ouestion of creed has been a mooted question, but
there are many churches which subscribe to a common creed
and whose interests are sufficiently compatible with each
other to justify the hope that the greet good to be gained
ty federation would so overshadow their desire for individual-
ism as to render such consolidation and fusion possible.
The creed would be much the same as they had always used.
Or, even in an extreme case, a creedlesr church is to be pre-
ferred to p. churchless creeds- a situation which co:nes
dangerously near tc confronting the church tc-day.
As tc the government of the different groups little
meed be said. The general form existing to-day would, of
course prevail. Churches of like view on polity and policy
would be drawn to each other naturally and would as naturaly
continue their traditional ""orris for a time.

The genius of this latter suggestion, however, is that
Ijof Organic Union, or rather "Organic Re-union". But as a
present snd available method of solution when considered
alone it in beset with great difficulties, so extensive
and important are these difficulties that a separate chapter
must be devoted to their discussion
.
It is unnecessary for us at this point to give much
space to a consideration of the suggestions that either
state control or universal and central ecclesiastical author-
ity would serve tc obviate the difficulties cited or and
serve to unify Christendom. This was sufficiently discussed
and finally settled in the conclusions reached in Chapter^
III and—Vt of this paper. Instead we will note the difficlt-
ies of the problem of Organic Union to which reference has
Just been made.

Chapter VII T
.
Present Obstacles to Organic Union,
I (Showing the impossibility of expecting iielp from
this cruarter as a present solution of the problem which
confronts the denominationalized Christian Church).
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Chapter VIII.
Present Obstacles to Organic Union
In tliis chapter we shall undertake to point out briefly
jsome of the obstacles in the way of an early and effective
[organic re-union cf the denominational families, which
would seem to operate in such a way as to render the hope
of a solution of our problem irem that auarter too remote
to be depended upon in the present emergency. And if there
are difficulties, at present insurmountable, in the way of
re-union of church families it is evident that the case of
organic union of these families with each other is still
more hopeless as a present solving factor. And such seems
to be the case for several important, reasons, legitimate
or otherwise.
Prominent among these reasons may be mentioned the
;
matter of title and scales of church property . This has
I always been a hard problem even among denominations in
which property titles ere held in a central denominational
name, and it applies to all property held by the church,
-
not alone places of worship. Cases are continually coming
I up in which a confusion has arisen over right and title.
!
If this is the case within these denominations, the matter
ed when steps should be

aken to consolidate property interests, some locations
ould necessarily Have to be abandoned, perhaps attimes
ith great sacrifice financially. Time would be necessary
n order to consummate such deals and to receive returns
from sales of church property thus rendered useless or
superfluous, it is taken for granted as a plain business
preposition, that this last suggestion is pertinent, viz.
that denominational union would render quite a large percent
of present church property useless or superfluous.
The next: consideration is practically a corollary of
this first obstacle.
This is the fact that organic union would involve
an adjustment of trust funds and benuests
.
Such an adjust-
ment might, and probably would, occupy years of time and
effort. Take the case of Andover Seminary as an example
cf this difficulty, though in a different line. It is no
easy matter tc avoid conditions expressly stipulated by
wills or legislation. And it is safe to say that some trfcst
funds designed for the use of even denominational boards
of evangelism, charity or education and such like, have
been hempered purposely. All this would have to be over-
come and adjusted. No doubt but that it could eventually
e firm^ hut thft process would tafce time. I

This last suggests another obstacle which we have to
jonsider in this connection, viz. denominational pride.
ether or not we can say that this principle plays a very
mpcrtmt part in the establishment of trust funds, we cs*
confidently assert that it ia one of the prominent elements
onsidered and played upon by those whose duty it is to
seek and solicit these funds, and, moreover, no matter
'whether it doer; or does not play an appreciable part in
this mat'er of financial assistance, the fact remains that
denominational pride is at the root of many a case of he—
isitancy to enter heartily into schemes for interdencmination|-
|sl cooperating, as well as those insolated cases in which
consolidation has been considered.
/ further obstacle in the way of this much-to-be -
desired consummation is the lark cf any central authority
having power to direct or bring to pass. Thus no tribunal
is constituted or existent to which matters of difference
might be referred for adjustment. Nor is it possible, or
even desirable that such a tribunal should be constituted.
Organic union must be spontaneous and democratic if it is
to serve the purpose in hand and escape the tyranny and
absolutism which is the greatest operative cause of the
ay-Ma it 1s gfteTclng to cure.

t /
Again we find an obstacle is the way of union by reason
Dt the fact that denominational divisions have rather
accentuated than alleviated the conditions of distress
and dissatisfaction which caused the original division.
Reference has been made in our discussion in the pre-
vious chapter to the difficulty of formulating a common
creed. Therefore we need only call attention to it here as ay
difficulty in the way of organic union and express the con-
viction again that education may be locKed to as the agency
which shall eventually make this obstacle cease to be oper-
ative.
V,'e now come to the consideration of a final preventing
cause in the way of this desired coming together. It seems
to be a si-ame and a reproach upon our boasted Christian
i chajtty that it needs to be mentioned at all. "Tell it not
! in Oath" might be a majority verdict as to the propriety of
even referring to it in this connection. But existing in
a way that cannot be explained by Christian zeal, or con-
doned by reference to denominational pride, is the evident
fact that some incumbents would lose their positions in case
of union. Great leaders, as men^important positions of
trust almost invariably are, have it largely in their
power
tn diT-«t ereat movements lite this, or to Xill them at

their inception. It la nothing but a wilfully blind chairty
(for us to delude ourselves into thinking that such men, or
any men for that matter, are going to abdicate self easily
end without long consideration, /nd it is precisely this
which organic union would render necessary. It is the prime
excuse (for its being at all that the executive officers
should be either transferred to other fields of labor, or
else their number appreciably reduced to conform with the
lesse/r requirements of the same fields under the new ar-
rangement. It is only fair to the secretaries, and Bishops,
and Presidents of Assemblies to say that the pastors, and
deacons, and perhaps even the parish officers, as well as
all the grades of official importance between, would doubt-
less be prevented by the tacts from "casting the first stono"
on this ouesticn.
Lest it should appear to have been overlooked we shall
notice in closing the chapter a princii le which seems to be
a part of the warp of all these obstacles cited. This dif-
ficulty is found in the fact that not all methods of
denominational government are alike, indeed some of them
are not really denominationally operative. Especially is
this true in regard to the autfcnomous bodies. This is not
strictly a separate obstacle phase of the difficulty, but

rather a complicating element in the obstacles rre have out-
i ined.
Fe do not claim thst any of these difficulties are
actually insurmountable. No doul t all could be obviated or
eliminated in time. But cur contention is that they are
sufficiently formidable, and of such character, ss to require
considerable time for overcoming them. Our problem is to
ascertain rhat must be done in the meantime. It is a case
of exigency and expediency. The ideal may be alluring and
even attainable in time. Fe wish to continue to strive
towards it, but the problem remains a present one, and there-
fore, demands a present solution. That which seems to be
the best available thing to do will become evident in the
next chapter.

Chapter IX.
Advantages of Church Federation .
(Showing the value of Federation as a principle when
compared with other suggested remedies for the present
conditions. Bringing out the fact that Federation is
an immediately available and workable plan).
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Chapter IX.
Advantages of church Seders ti on.
The primary advantage of some form of federation as
[compared with other suggested remedies lies in the fact
that it is an immediately workable plan . No great length of
[time is necessary for its evolution into an efficient method
of bringing about a ajunion of effort on the part of the
[churches. Of course time will perfect its method and results
in greater degree than exists to-day, but at present it fur-
jnishes a way of beginning to solve the problem. Other method*
may bQ more^ideal which may be attained. In fact we hope
'this may be true. Varying degrees of organic re-union may
be expected as time brings denominational families into
close^r and closer relationship. But, as we have shown in
the previous chapter, this desirable result must needs require
time for its accomplishment.
Meanwhile, federation, internal and authoritative as
|
far as possible, offers us a means of aprroximating the
result otherwise to be attained by organic unity. For this
reason any consideration of the advantages to be derived
from any proper method of federation would necessarily in-
volve a measure of the advantages to be derived froin organic

! unity it Pelf.
In recounting some of these we rill be merely present-
ing as positive propositions some of the facts presented
|| negatively in Chapter II.
I In the first place the advantages to be derived from
federation of interest and effort in the way of concentra-
tion _for _special_ JjDcj3l_j5yjBj^^ simply enormous .
[a ap^iendid example of this fact was furnished at the time
of the Chapman-Alexander meetings in Boston- a success
which has been duplicated many times since. The time has
1
|
passed when any one church may hope to kindle a sweeping
enthusiasm along the lines of evangelistic fervor when all,
lor most of its neighbors are indifferent to its purpose if
I
not positively engaged in some other line legitimate of
church work, or pursuing the same ideal along different, and
many times conflicting, lines.
Similarly we have in the federated church attitude
rewards such organizations as the Anti-Sslocn League and
!
the Sabbath Observance Societies and* example of wha traction
of the churches may mean politically and in the way of mora l
reform. The eiiect upon variour other organizations such
i as the Watch and ward society or Reform Bureaus may well
-be not^rt pi«n 1« this nnnrftction. These avemuea of help- I

I fulness are rather channels of opportunity already existing
I through which federation may express itself than a result
of its being, though, strictly speaking, we may confidently
assert that these societies ere virtually a form of religious
federation when we ccrsider th?t term ii its broader sense.
Again the economy of time, ellcrt ard expense as deri-|
,ved from legitimate forms of federation constitutes b form
of service which is becoming increasingly important. Of
course thi^ would be greatly accentuated by a closer organ-
ic unity, but even under a mere or less loose form of fed-
eration it is sufficiently evident tc excite notice.
Moreover, the salutary effect of apparent ecclesias-
tical harmony constitutes a moral advantage of federation.
To be sure it is impossible tc determine the precise or
even approximate amount of stress which can be legitimately
placed upon this fact, but that it plays an important part
cannot be denied. Perhaps the greatest sphere of its in-
fluence will be found in the matter of securing new con-
verts both at home and in the foreign field.
Another phase of the benefits of federation is felt
in the way of assistance tc the weaker and independent
churches
.
The recent census asserts that the growth in
numbers of the latter since 1890 is "phenomenal". These

Phtw lack conneetional strength. It Is one of the
privileges of federated movements to furnish^ "correctional
web" for the "independent woof".
Perhaps the greatest advantage of all to be derived
from federation as a methdd lies in the fact that it seeks
to contravene no eeclesia^tic 1 polity or jclicy. Thus no
interdenominational strife is engendered and no faction-
alism created. Federation se^ks tc formulate no creed,
neither does it aek any individious cuestions as tc methods
of church procedure. It rather contents itself with a "prag-
matic" view of the problem, looking rather tc results than
means of accomplishment.
The success of the various Young Men's and Young
Women's Christian Associations as well as the great service
rendered by the several Laymen's Missionary Movements are
side lights as tc the benefits to be derived from christian
Cooperation. These however do not strictly come under the
head of our discussion, and are mentioned merely, as cumu-
lative argument for great sympathy among denominations.

Chapter X.
Recapitulation and Conclusion .
(A summary of results attained by Federation as out-
lined in this paper, with an interpretation of the ideal
towara wriich the movement is working).
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Chapter X,
Recapitulation and conclusion.
It new remains for us to recapitulate and draw con-
clusions. While, to some extent, we have summarised the
reasoning as we went along, yet there are certain general
results which the finished presentation of the problem
sets forth, that we have not specifically noted in
these
detailed steps.
First of all our reasoning has led us to conclude
that
a problem of weakness through denominational
division
really exists. It is not enough for us to
hide behind the
strength of our own particular denomination
and assert
that only the weaXer bodies are aifected
by the condition,
which confront us. The problem exists
for even the strong-
est Christian body. To ignore it in the
past has indi-
cated lac* of vision as to the true meaning
of the evangel.
To ignore it in the future will mean
practically denomina-
tional bigotry and ecclesiastical
suicide. Because our
mutual relations as Christians, and
as representatives of
Christ, are so interrelated and
interdependent that the
good of one involves the good of ail.
It is no longer pos-
sible to "pass by on the other side".
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That a present beginning on the solution of the prob-
lem is imperative is also sufficiently evident. wfclle we
hesitate and ponder, seeking methods of unity end coopera-
tion which will demand little energy, cr eMail preserve
our denominational integrity, whole "denomin- ticks full"
of people, both at home and abroad, are losing the privil-
eges and opportunities which cur concerted action might
insure to them. Truly mere is no time to be 10*+ *«*
is it a time for us to cuibble , or flaunt our den
onination-
pi traditions as a possible absolution from the task.
The
harvest is ripe, and the gathering imperative, if
re would
make full proof of our stewardship.
The method of approach to the problem seems to
be the
vital point. Pew, indeed, would deny tfcat the
problem
exists. But as to how to solve it there is
less marked
unanimity. The Protestant churches seem to be
fairly
united as to the method of Federation as
outlined in the
previous chapters. And it is to be said in their
favor
that they have really shown a more "catholic"
spirit in
the matter than our Catholic brethren. But
the real prob-
lem involves both Catholic and Protestant.
However, the
signs of the times would seem to indicate
that we are to
expect but little concession from the former
for the pre-

I
sent Et least.
We have stated that the method of federation as out-
lined seems tc meet the approval of the leading Protestant
| bodies. This is true sc far as the plan has been tried.
The line of evolution as followed by the movement so far
I would seem tc indicate this. Put we must recognize that
the plan, so far as outlined, is merely a stage in an evo-
lutionary process, end that what is useful to-day may be
discarded to-morrow. Federation is transient, and is essen-
ti8ll3r in the nature of a compromise.
Herein lies the real difficulty in the Federation
problem, we are Pilgrims, and not Prophets. The goal is
far away as yet. And the accomplishment of our ideal will
mean the death-krell of the means of accomplishing it. That
ideal is Christian Pe-Union
.
Many want it. A few are
earnestly striving after it. None are attaining it.
The great work before the federation method is, first
of all, tc stop the divisions which are still going on at
the surprising rate noted in a previous chepter. Until
this can be done the problem will increase in difliculty
rather than diminish. Having stemmed this tide, it c&n
then proceed to try to unite the tributaries into one main
stream.
1
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Yet organic union, in the absolute sense, has be?n
shorn to be both impracticable and undesirable. In matter-
of opinion, absolute unity is synonymous with stagnation.
?re cannot expect all men to think alike, especially wfcen
it coT.es to matters pertaining to conduct and
self-interest
Even Babel is preferable to nirvana.
Nevertheless, all along federation must leoK torards,
and insist upon, as far as possible, a «HWU«1 this
ideal of approximate organic union. It cannot
shirk this
responsibility if it would be true tc its mission.
The
evils which it seeks to correct are present
because these
divisions exist. The proper diagnosis of the case,
there-
fore, should include a recommendation for the
treatment of
this disintegration. Its first, second, and
third word of
advice tc the denominations should be, "unite,
Unite, U**?|".
And it is only fair tc -11 concerned to state
that
that the most intelligent and the best informed
of an the
denominational representatives desire tnis result.
How
tc bring it about in the best way, however,
"doth not yet
appear". Several of the most prominent obstacles
in the
way have been noted in a previous chapter.
Our historical review has led us to avoid
most sedu-
lously anything locking towards a state or condition
of
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central civic or ecclesiastical control in natters pertain-
ing to religious belie!'. This review also revealed tc us
the feet that much of our present divided condition is due
to religious tenets which either have teen abanclored long
ago, or else have ceased tc have an'/ practical effect upon
the doctrinal attitude of those to whom the process of
ecclesiastical heritage has bequeathed them.
So much of this heritage has been the result of mere
human evolution since the time represented by cur present
accepted scriptural canon that we are really surprised that
men lay so :uch stress upon the traditional value of them.
Especial^ is this true of matters pertaining to polity.
That the method cf ecclesiastical control as it exists to-
day should ever have been the subiect cf a divine revelation
is absurd. The same may be said with eoua.l pertinence in
regard tc many phases of doctrine. Those who manliest,
either by word of mout:
,
or by their conduct in regard to
church matters, that tliey think otherwise, not only reveal
to us their ignorance of church history and of the history
of doctrine, but also by this attitude they cast a serious
reflection upon the divine revelator.
History is very explicit In her lessens at this point,
All we can hope is, that sufficient importance may come to
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be attacked to this field of Knowledge that it may be dis-
covered and explored by enough ecclesi as tics and Christians
|
to make it common property. / historical episcopate or
historical doctrinal viewpoint is of {just much value a? a
historical form of civil government of civil statue - and
rc more. It is a hopeful outlook that many representative
figures in the great dencrlnation are coming to tfcie view-
poimt
.
And here we face a seeming paradox. It is a saie though
surprising assertion that the very division^ into denomina-
tions itself is an indication of a half-voiced deisre for
greater unity. These divisions reveal a dissatisfaction
with existing conditions. This dissatisfaction is due la
many eases to real difficulties which come as the result
of divided efforts. Let Christendom become mere united, as
in the one small example of the Chapman-/ lex ander Meetings,
for instance, and these difficulties will verier in a meas-
ure so that christian s will be content to work together
in bringing about sue} 1 grand results.
The time has undoubtedly arrived for the various de-
nominations tc seek a ccmr.on rocf-tree, or run the risk of
being dumb when asked the question, "Tttiere is thy brother?"
So^ignificant have become the real doctrinal difficulties
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In the light of the comparative good to be accomplished by
united effort, that the excuse for perpetuating the pre-
sent excessive lenomir.ationslizotion is slight inde-d.
Viewed in the light of facts the tine is at hand when
denominations which fail to give due consideration to this
fact shall be unworthy the name of Christian. The greatest
revival which could possibly take place would be along this
line. It is useless for us as churches tc fte* wculd-be-co--r
verts to break with the world mi en we clasp to cur bosom
such a full grown idol as denominational ism has grown to
be with its present signification.
A generation or two hence will come tc look upon this
term with as much aversion as we of the present consider
the words "indulgences" or "inquisition". And, if we may
engage in prophecy, following the suggestion just mace as
to revival, it is not out of place here to assert confide-
ntly the conviction that the most sweeping evangelistic
movement of the twentieth century will be a revival along
the lines which we have indicated. The Reformation of
Luther's time would appear small in comparison with
such
an ecclesiastic^ reform. May God speed the day!
Signs of this reformation or revival are evident to
the careful student of such things. Such great enterprise
|
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as the Laymen's Missionary Movement and the Menwe* religion
Forward Movement, as rell as other great interdenominational
organizations such as we have mentioned, all bJiow the trend
or the times. The only obstacle seems to be when the word
"Church", or denominational terminology of seme Kind is
injected into the enterprise.
We there-Tore conclude that the greatest problem which
confronts Federation In cur generation is that of bringing
about a condition of approximate unity among the denomina-
tions. All its methods and results otherwise ere merely a
systems^© treatment of the reel diser-e. The cft^ucted
phraseology still remains new by its very pertinence. "In
essentials, unity; in non-essentials , liberty; in all things
chetity". Let the church inscribe this motto on her banner
just underneeth' the inscription, "In hocjsignio vinces".
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